
Technical 
weavers 
for indusTry + 
archiTecTure

We create 
exceptional solutions. 



We have successfully trodden the path of innovation since 1925. Weaving metal and other materials is our core compe-

tence. All over the world, the name of GKD is a byword for pioneering technology, first-class quality, interdisciplinary think-

ing and creative problem-solving. Our passion for extraordinary solutions makes us the world‘s leading technical weaving 

mill for industry and architecture. With a clear focus on demanding niche markets, our medium-sized, owner-managed 

company has become a globally sought-after development partner, manufacturer and supplier.

02|03  technical Weavers for industry + architecture        

under the GKd – World Wide Weave brand we bun-

dle our competencies in four independent business units: 

SOLIDWeave (industrial mesh), Weave IN MOTION (pro-

cess belt mesh), CREATIVEWeave (architectural mesh) and 

COMPACTfiltration (compact filtration systems). With this 

broad range of expertise and the virtually unlimited array of 

potential applications of our solutions, we cover an extraordi-

narily large range of industry sectors, including the automo-

tive, chemical, electronics, woodworking, foodstuffs, paper, 

pharmaceutical and textile industries as well as mining, aer-

ospace, medical technology, environmental technology or 

architecture and design.

We consolidate our leading role with continuous, high 

investments in new technologies. Whether fine filter mesh 

with pore sizes of five thousandths of a millimetre made of 

wires as thin as 14 thousandths of a millimetre or robust 

process and architectural mesh with wire thicknesses of five 

millimetres, solutions tailored to the customer‘s processes are 

our trademark. We achieve this by using the latest simulation 

technologies and manufacturing procedures right through 

to cleanroom standards. We work together with renowned 

research establishments for bringing innovations quickly 

and efficiently to market. Moreover, we make a reliable 

contribution to our customers‘ success through our focus on 

continuous further development.

gkd gebr. kufferath ag:
We seeK out pioneerinG 
ansWers.
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Port Authority Bus Terminal, New York. Mesh: MediAMesh® (© GKd/d. Joseph), image below: MediAMesh® - stainless steel mesh with Leds (© GKd/T. holtkötter)
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04|05  Woven structures for industrial applications

GKD SOLIDWeave develops and produces precision mesh and filtration systems on the basis of metals, polymers and 

other high-performance materials. Innovative technologies, creative ideas and the courage to try out new solutions are 

behind the success of our filtration media in the field of mechanical process engineering. Our understanding of maximum 

customer benefit is rounded off by fast implementation and cost leadership. As a technological leader, we continuously 

develop our products in accordance with customer requirements and market trends. The high innovation rate is compelling 

evidence of our comprehensive laboratory and process expertise: The majority of our products are less than five years old.

Micro-mesh manufacturing

solIdWeave:
We turn concepts into 
technical realities.



our filter media are considered especially efficient and eco-

nomical – regardless of whether they are intended for univer-

sally deployable products, components for series manufactur-

ing or complex individual solutions. With our own simulation 

methods and testing techniques, we integrate these filter 

media seamlessly into the customer‘s process.

our developments are acknowledged across all industries 

as standards for many industrial applications. electronics 

manufacturers use our filters in inkjet printers or as shielding 

against electromagnetic radiation. the automotive industry 

uses our meshes for diesel particulate filtration, in exhaust 

gas aftertreatment and in hydraulic systems. ship chandlers 

use them for ballast water filtration. in the aerospace industry, 

our meshes are used in lightning protection applications or 

for noise insulation of jet engines.

the chemical, pharmaceutical, plastics and foodstuffs indus-

tries place their trust in our meshes for demanding filtration 

tasks. and in the energy and environmental technology sectors, 

too, they have become successfully established.

solIdWeave at a glaNCe

–  innovative ranGe of Materials

–  precision Mesh

–  coMplex filter systeMs

–  universal products

–  standards across all industries

–  custoMer-specific solutions

–  leadinG ManufacturinG expertise

–  the latest siMulation and testinG Methods

–  continuously certified Quality

TeLA mesh PZ-Microdur mesh  Candle filter in process-specific design



Woven process and conveyor belts from GKD Weave IN MOTION are part of a multitude of industrial processes. The latest 

weaving technologies and our comprehensive process knowledge make us a sought-after manufacturer of metal and 

plastic process belts. With innovative material combinations and customer-specific pre-assembly processes, we adapt the 

belt properties to the respective application. This customised product functionality is behind our reputation as a partner for 

individual process belt solutions.

06|07  Woven process Belts for industrial applications

Plastic mesh manufacturing

Weave IN motIoN:
We Get processes 
MovinG.



We work together with machine manufacturers to develop 

standard modules or special solutions. With expertise across 

a range of applications, ready-to-install belts and outstanding 

service, we offer our customers a high degree of added value 

from the very first planning phase.

our belts are proven in drainage, compression and filtration 

as well as embossing, cooling, freezing and drying, forming 

and washing applications. Manufacturers of glass nonwovens, 

nappies, mineral fibres, chipboard and fibre board, corrugat-

ed cardboard and foodstuffs use our metal belts in numerous 

pressing, embossing and temperature-controlled processes.

our belts with anti-electrostatic properties or anti-stick coat-

ing optimise the production of nonwovens. furthermore, the 

antistatic belts also efficiently facilitate the drying of wood 

chippings or biomass. for the production of insulating mate-

rial or phosphoric acid, our robust composite meshes have 

proven themselves time and again. our plastic belts impress in 

the fields of sludge dewatering, gypsum filtration in flue gas 

desulphurisation plants and in the fruit juice and nonwovens 

industries.

 

 

GKd-PAd-seam Bronze/stainless steel mesh CoNduCTo® V-crimp type belt mesh

Weave IN motIoN at a glaNCe

–  innovative Material coMBinations

–  leadinG WeavinG technoloGy

–  cross-sector expertise

–  tailor-Made functionality

–  custoMised pre-asseMBly solutions

–  efficient neW developMents

–  holistic planninG support

–  ready-to-install Belts

–  perfect service



GKD CreatIVeWeave is synonymous with architectural mesh. For over 20 years, our technologically leading solutions have 

inspired architects to create pioneering structures all over the world. We have systematically enhanced the visual versatil-

ity and functionality of our meshes. Innovative material combinations and holistic system solutions are the key to design 

freedom and planning reliability. What‘s more, with the development of transparent media facades, we have added a new 

chapter to the international success story of our architectural and design meshes. Numerous prestigious awards vouch for 

the design, degree of innovation and cost-effectiveness of these architecturally integrated systems.

CreatIVeWeave:
We Give shape 
to ideas.

Luis Vuitton shoe Factory, italy. Architect: Jean-Marc sandrolini. Mesh: omega 1510 , (© GKd/ Jean Philippe Caulliez)
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We combine our broad product spectrum and wealth of 

expertise in our role as a system supplier. We support archi-

tects and planners from the initial idea right through to the 

finished project, all from a single source – with customer-spe-

cific individual solutions or our own systems.

through complex, seemingly contradictory impressions and 

properties, our metallic meshes open up a new world of 

design time and again – in the interplay between aesthet-

ics and function, lightness and robustness, transparency and 

reflection, screening and view, daylight and sun protection, 

climate control membrane and weather protection, low main-

tenance and durability, intrinsic effect and media display or 

elegance and acoustics. they optimise the environmental per-

formance of buildings and are thereby gaining in importance 

for the future of building and Green Building certification. in 

public buildings, commerce and property construction, they 

lend design ideas and green building certification an unmis-

takable face.

Grid mesh 

Long Beach Court Building, usA, Artist: Jennifer steinkamp. Mesh: Tigris and Mediamesh V4xh4,25 (©GKd/Javier Rivero diaz)

Cable mesh Fastening technology

CreatIVeWeave at a glaNCe

–  inspirinG architectural Mesh

–  technoloGically leadinG solutions

–  innovative functionality

–  individual aesthetics

–  sustainaBle Materials

–  Multifunctional properties

–  tailor-Made products

–  our oWn systeMs

–  inteGrated solution expertise

–  transparent Media facades

–  optiMised ecoloGical lifecycle for BuildinGs

–  hiGh-Quality interior + exterior applications

–  references WorldWide



GKD CompaCtfiltration combines our many years of expertise in filter elements with innovative process engineering. 

With the compact MAXFLOW concept, we have successfully established a new generation of filters for the treatment of 

coolants and process fluids. The backflushable systems work without filter additives. Three unit types bring about a meas-

urable increase in the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of central processes – in the metalworking industry as well as in 

many other industrial applications in which the cleanliness of work media and process fluids plays a key role in system 

performance.

10|11   coMpact filter + filter eQuipMent

MAXFLOW belt filter

CompaCtfiltration:
We coMBine 
coMpetences.



MaxfloW filtration systems can be applied flexibly and can 

even be subsequently integrated into processes already in 

place at the customers, thus allowing the capacity of existing 

central systems to be expanded in a cost-effective way while 

at the same time saving space. We match each installation 

precisely to the respective treatment process – from design 

and manufacture right through to implementation.

the compact filtration systems with automated backflushing 

filter combine filtration and briquetting in a single system. 

separation limits into the microfiltration range make them 

ideal for applications with the toughest demands regarding 

surface quality and tolerances.

our belt filter systems with self-cleaning stainless steel con-

tinuous belts are economical and user-friendly solutions for 

many grinding processes.

thanks to filter additive-free filtration, all MaxfloW systems 

reduce the workload and cost associated with procurement 

and disposal while at the same time reducing the dispersal 

of process media. this makes our system the benchmark in 

terms of operating costs and environmental friendliness.

MAXFLOW belt filter

CompaCtFILTRATION at a glaNCe

–  coMpact filtration systeMs

–  filter-aid-free filtration

–  autoMated BacKflushinG

–  individual desiGn

–  efficient treatMent of coolant

–  separatinG liMits riGht doWn into the 

    Microfiltration ranGe

–  loW dispersal of process Media

–  loW operatinG costs

–  environMentally friendly solution

–  Modular systeMs

 

Waste briquettes MAXFLOW filter head



World WIde WeaVe:
We have a GloBal 
presence.

We take the term „market proximity“ literally. Our aim is to be the leader in serving technically challenging key markets all 

over the world – and we live this out through our global presence. We manufacture where the markets are. For us, service 

isn‘t a question of location, but rather of functioning international processes and is the driver for long-term partnership. 

Our seven manufacturing facilities in Europe, the USA, Chile, South Africa and Asia as well as our representatives and 

partners in over 30 countries work to make this vision a reality. With this international network of expertise, we are ideally 

placed to support our customers where they are and thus right where their value creation begins.
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 GKD GERMANy
 düren

 GKD UK
 north yorkshire

 GKD FRANCE
 la roque d‘anthéron

 GKD SPAIN
 Barcelona

 GKD USA
 cambridge

 GKD LATIN AMERICA
 santiago de chile 

 GKD SOUTh AFRICA
 randfontein

 GKD INDIA
 Jaipur

 GKD ChINA
 Beijing

 GKD MIDDLE EAST  
 dubai
  
 GKD MIDDLE EAST
 doha
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With neverleaK filter leaves, SOLIDWeave sets new stand-

ards in breweries or in the industrial production of cooking 

oil in the usa. filter media for hot gas filtration or oil pro-

duction are further key applications for this business unit. 

alongside the american woodworking, nonwovens, chemi-

cal and foodstuffs industries, Weave IN MOTION also serves 

mining with innovative process belt technology. for projects 

in north america, CREATIVEWeave offers the entire spec-

trum of modern services to architects from a single source: 

full planning with statics and work drawings, weaving – 

including product types developed in-house – pre-assembly, 

project management and installation.

gkd usa

gkd-usa INC. 

825 chesapeake drive  |  cambridge, Md 21613  |  usa

t +1 410 221 0542  |  f +1 410 221 0544  |  sales@gkdusa.com  |  www.gkdusa.com  |  www.gkdmetalfabrics.com

GKD USA in Cambridge, Maryland, covers all business areas with a high degree of solutions expertise. The USA has 

been one of our biggest markets for over 30 years. We consistently use our proximity to the pulse of progress for our 

own product innovations. Many of our key products for applications in medical technology, foodstuffs processing, 

aerospace or the chemical industry started life here. 



gkd south africa

GKD SOUTh AFRICA in Randfontein is our second-largest location and was founded in 1994. here we develop and 

manufacture special belts for challenging manufacturing processes in the mining, chemical, paper, food and oil indus-

tries. Alongside the Republic of South Africa and the African continent south of the Sahara, other specific markets also 

include Australia, South America, the USA and Russia.

in addition to this core competence, GKd south africa 

offers more services from our wide range of solutions on 

premises covering an area of 14,000 square metres. in the 

SOLIDWeave business unit we manufacture many mesh 

types in south africa and provide holistic service for the local 

filtration market. Weave IN MOTION supplies the wood-

working, paper, sewage sludge and chemical industries with 

high-quality process belt solutions and services. and that‘s 

not all – architectural and design mesh, too, are increasingly 

in demand at GKd south africa. CREATIVEWeave sup-

ports architects and planners with comprehensive services, 

pre-assembly, fastening technology and installation.                

GKD BUISMET (PTy.) LTD.

aureus ext. 3, cnr. fiat and chrysler streets  |  rsa-1759 randfontein  |  p.o. Box 6175  |  rsa-1767 Greenhills  |  south africa  

t +27 (0) 11 412 47 70  |  f +27 (0) 11 412 48 23  |  gkdrsa@gkd.co.za  |  www.gkd.co.za  
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gkd china

GKD ChINA has the rarely-awarded status as an officially recognised high-tech company. We established ourselves 

in China at an early stage, in order to tap into the potential of this important growth market. In 2004 we expanded 

our sales office into a manufacturing site. In order to meet the high level of demand for our product solutions, we 

moved to significantly larger production premises in 2012. 

in china, SOLIDWeave is a popular partner for sophisti-

cated filter media and systems in the automotive, plastics, 

polymer and foodstuffs industries, environmental tech-

nology and aerospace. Weave IN MOTION underlines its 

leading role in the world‘s largest fruit juice manufactu-

ring market with the local production of process belts for 

the chinese fruit juice industry. With the manufacture of 

selected meshes and holistic service from maintenance 

and repair work, right through to refinement, we offer 

local customers a reliable basis: market proximity and 

access to our state-of-the-art German technology.

GKD (BEIjING) IND. TEChNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

no. 11, Jinma industrial Zone  |  Middle road, shunyi district  |  101318 Beijing  |  p.r. china 

t +86 10 516 596 18  |  f +86 10 694 976 01  |  gkd@gkd-china.com  |  www.gkd-china.com 



gkd uK 

GKD (UK) LTD.

Genesis 4, church lane | heslington york | north yorkshire yo10 5dQ | Great Britain

t +44 (0) 1904 420 500 | f +44 (0) 1904 420 509 | sales.at.gkd.uk.com | www.gkd.uk.com

GKD UK takes the creative potential of the London metropolis and maintains our contacts to leading architects. We 

thereby skilfully identify the trends of modern architecture and take on the associated challenges. Our British subsidiary 

serves numerous ambitious architectural projects along the entire value-added chain: consulting, workshop drawings, 

installation and logistics.

GKd uK supports us in our aim of using innovative aes-

thetics and intelligent functionalities to define the future 

of construction today with our woven systems. in this way, 

CREATIVEWeave regularly convinces architects, planners 

and investors with solutions that offer ever more efficiency, 

convenience and stable value. our two other business units 

supply selected industries in Great Britain: SOLIDWeave 

sets benchmarks with special applications for filtration and 

electronics as well as products for the aerospace industry, 

while Weave IN MOTION delivers special belts for sludge 

treatment. 
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gkd spain

FINSA ARqUITECTURA, S.L.

Joan Monpeó 144  |  08223 Barcelona  |  spain

t +34 93 786 1861  |  f +34 93 785 8359  |  finsa@finsa-arquitectura.com  |  www.finsa-arquitectura.com

Our Spanish subsidiary FINSA ARqUITECTURA with its headquarters in Barcelona is our service centre at one of the 

most important architectural locations in the world. Many internationally renowned Spanish architects place their 

trust in the scope of solutions expertise and experience of our Spanish experts. Several of the most symbolic con-

struction projects using metallic mesh were developed and implemented by FINSA ARqUITECTURA. 

Whether the caja Mágica or the estadio santiago Ber-

nabéu, the pasarela del arganzuela or the aeropuerto 

Barajas in Madrid: our metallic mesh is really making a 

mark on spain‘s contemporary architecture. versatile aes-

thetics, customised mesh constructions and individual for-

mats make it ideal for the realisation of audacious design 

concepts. the robustness, low maintenance and reflec-

tive characteristics of the mesh guarantee the planner the 

necessary economical sustainability. and alongside the 

famous stadia and airport buildings, numerous construc-

tion projects all over spain bear witness to our expertise.



gkd france

GKD TEAM FRANCE SARL

Zac du Grand pont, rue Gutenberg  |  13640 la roque d’anthéron  |  france

t +33 (0) 442 50 70 29  |  f +33 (0) 442 50 71 40  |  teamfrance@gkd.fr  |  www.gkd.fr

GKD Team France is our local sales office that serves the French market. As far as the industrial applications of our prod-

ucts and services (solIdWEAVE, WEAVE IN motIoN) in France are concerned, Mrs. Sophie Gautier in our office near 

Paris is the right person to contact:

Sophie Gautier | 28210 Croisilles | France | T +33 (0) 672 18 40 75 | sophie.gautier@gkd.de

for the GKd Business unit CREATIVEWeave – metal mesh for 

architecture and design – GKd team france, in the office in  

la roque d’ anthéron, takes care of the french building 

projects, which includes consultancy of architects, system 

development and order processing with the owners and 

general contractors. GKd team france is the service provider 

for all issues arising with regard to the use of architectural 

meshes inside and outside the building.
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gkd india

GKD INDIA LTD. 

52, industrial area Jhotwara  |  Jaipur – 302012  |  rajasthan  |  india

t +91 141 710 51 00  |  f +91 141 710 51 99  |  query@gkd-india.com  |  www.gkd-india.com 

Since 2012, GKD INDIA has served our four business areas in the region with its own manufacturing plants in jaipur. 

For almost ten years before that, we have been active in the Indian market with our sales unit. With the expansion 

of our state-of-the-art production facilities, we have followed our customers from key industries into new markets 

where they now enjoy the same degree of support as in Europe.

SOLIDWeave is a sought-after partner here for rescreen-

able neverleaK plate filtration elements for cooking oil 

filtration. soot particulate filtration in the automotive sec-

tor and sophisticated solid-liquid separation processes in 

the chemical industry are further points of focus at the 

new location. Weave IN MOTION supplies filter belts 

for vacuum belt filters, dryer belts and press meshes for 

a multitude of market requirements. CREATIVEWeave 

serves the local architecture market with a selected range 

of products geared towards the specific requirements of 

indian customers.



gkd latin aMerica

GKD LatAm S.A. 

la estera 418  |  lampa  |  santiago  |  chile

t +56 2 2489 1040  |  f +56 2 2489 1031  |   info@gkd-latam.com  |  www.gkd-latam.com

GKD LATIN AMERICA is a manufacturing subsidiary that focuses on the targeted expansion of our market presence 

across Latin America. After over 25 years of active sales activity in Chile, we opened a state-of-the-art production site 

for our four business units in Santiago de Chile. This enables us to offer our loyal customers from the fields of architec-

ture and process belt technology new prospects for cooperation.

We see great potential for SOLIDWeave in the local cook-

ing oil production sector as well as in the chemical industry. 

the leading role the Weave IN MOTION business unit cur-

rently enjoys in chile can be further strengthened by pro-

ducing locally. the main fields of application for our pro-

cess belts here are sludge dewatering, woodworking, fruit 

juice manufacture, the copper industry and mining. With 

the development and production of both new and estab-

lished mesh types, CREATIVEWeave takes advantage of the 

numerous opportunities such as stadium construction. the 

relocation of our spiral mesh production from spain to chile 

provides great impetus here.
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gkd Middle east

GKD MIDDLE EAST 

office 1308 fortune tower  |  Jumeirah lakes towers  |  p.o. Box 112410  |  dubai  |  united arab emirates

t +971 4 375 70 70  |  f +971 4 427 04 20  |  dubai@gkd.de

GKD MIDDLE EAST is our response to the ambition and dynamism of architecture in this region. CREATIVEWeave is 

a byword for eye-catching projects with metallic mesh in the Arab world. We continue to build on the leading role 

of our architectural and design mesh with our subsidiaries in Dubai and qatar. Our Arab architects are the compe-

tent interface to local building clients.

When architecture becomes a landmark of an economy 

and culture, our metallic meshes contribute to the suc-

cess of spectacular design concepts: the nad al sheba 

camel race track, the capital Gate tower in abu dhabi, 

the hamad international airport, the student accommo-

dation at education city and the Museum of islamic art 

in doha all provide a vivid illustration of what is possible. 

Whether as protection from the desert climate, a decorate 

shell, representative room dividers or gigantic information 

displays: CREATIVEWeave opens a multitude of options. 

With our network built up over many years we offer plan-

ners sound advice and holistic support.



We desiGn 
the future.

We live out this extraordinary mixture of inspiration and com-

petence in all of our business units across the globe: in sales 

and planning, production and logistics, assembly and service. 

the perfect interaction of all facets of our service range pro-

vides decisive added value which we constantly optimise to 

our customers‘ requirements. We understand that progress 

can only take place when we work together. We enjoy a lead-

ing role in markets all over the world because we offer indi-

viduality as standard, speed as a principle and networking as 

a strategy. innovation combined with a high degree of market 

proximity is our path into the future.

MediAMesh® 

We set ourselves the highest standards: we always want to be – or quickly become – the best. We systematically work 

towards this goal with forward-looking management methods and technology-driven innovations. Our weaving expertise 

and high standards in manufacturing and processing set trends for maximum customer benefit. The company‘s research 

and development centre is based at our headquarters in the German town of Düren. With flexible, internationally oriented 

and end-to-end certified processes, we guarantee reproducible solutions all over the world with that unmistakable „made 

in Germany“ quality.

stretching benches Mesh simulation
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People at GKd – WoRLd Wide WeAVe



gkd – gebr. kufferath ag
Metallweberstraße 46
52353 Düren   
Germany
T +49 (0) 2421 803 - 0 
F +49 (0) 2421 803 - 227
info@gkd.de 
www.gkd.de
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GKD-USA, INC.
825 chesapeake drive
cambridge, Md 21613   
usa 
t +1 410 221 0542   
f +1 410 221 0544
sales@gkdusa.com   
www.gkdusa.com

GKD (UK) LTD.
Genesis 4, church lane
heslington york
north yorkshire yo10 5dQ
Great Britain
t +44 (0) 1904 420 500
f +44 (0) 1904 420 509
sales.at.gkd.uk.com
www.gkd.uk.com

GKD (BEIjING) IND. TEChNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 
no. 11, Jinma industrial Zone
Middle road, shunyi district 
101318 Beijing
p.r. china
t +86 10 516 596 18   
f +86 10 694 976 01
gkd@gkd-china.com   
www.gkd-china.com

GKD TEAM FRANCE SARL
Zac du Grand pont, rue Gutenberg
13640 la roque d’anthéron
france
t +33 (0) 442 50 70 29
f +33 (0) 442 50 71 40
teamfrance@gkd.fr
www.gkd.de

Office Croisilles (near Paris)
sophie Gautier 
28210 croisilles
france
t +33 (0) 672 18 40 75
sophie.gautier@gkd.de

FINSA ARqUITECTURA, S.L.
Joan Monpeó 144  
08223 Barcelona 
spain
t +34 93 786 1861   
f +34 93 785 8359
finsa@finsa-arquitectura.com			 
www.finsa-arquitectura.com

GKD BUISMET (PTy) LTD.
aureus ext. 3, cnr. fiat and chrysler streets    
rsa-1759 randfontein   
south africa
p.o. Box 6175   
rsa-1767 Greenhills   
south africa
t +27 (0) 11 412 47 70   
f +27 (0) 11 412 48 23
gkdrsa@gkd.co.za 
www.gkd.co.za 

GKD MIDDLE EAST
Office	1308	Fortune	Tower			
Jumeirah lakes towers
p.o. Box 112410   
dubai   
united arab emirates
t +971 4 375 70 70   
f +971 4 427 04 20
dubai@gkd.de

GKD INDIA LTD.
52, industrial area Jhotwara
Jaipur - 302012, rajasthan   
india
t +91 141 710 51 00
f +91 141 710 51 99
query@gkd-india.com
www.gkd-india.com

GKD LatAm S.A.
la estera 418    
lampa, santiago   
chile
t +56 2 2489 1040
f +56 2 2489 1031
info@gkd-latam.com
www.gkd-latam.com


